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The intermediation approach considers banks’ liabilities as inputs to produce loans and other
banking assets. We show that measures of banking efficiency and productivity are biased when
there is an incomplete coverage of assets and liabilities. The bias can be eliminated with a
complete coverage, but in this situation we show that banks are necessarily technically efficient.
Moreover, the Malmquist decomposition of productivity growth becomes useless. The
difficulties identified in this paper question the usefulness of the intermediation approach in
assessing banks’ performance.
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It is hard to make sense of the large variability in estimates of banks’ cost efficiency and
productivity found in the literature. A good illustration of this perplexity can be illustrated by
comparing some results reported in the recent survey about the effect of consolidation on banks’
efficiency by Amel et all. (2004). They report that the average cost inefficiency in Japanese retail
banks is around 10%, US and European operate with cost 10% to 25% higher than the best
practice institutions while Australian banks have an average efficiency score lower than 60%.
Yet, they fail to find significant improvement of cost efficiency following mergers in US while
European or Australian evidence is mixed. The comparison between studies is made difficult by
the various concepts of production or efficiency used. However, Tortosa-Ausina (2002) and
Fortin and Leclerc (2004) demonstrated the importance of output definition in cost efficiency in
banking by showing that depending of the model of banking production, a bank’ s efficiency
score can differ completely.
Two main models of banking production compete in this literature. In the intermediation
approach, banks use labour and capital in conjunction with financial liabilities, mostly deposits,
to produce loans and other means of financing. The production approach takes rather the view
that, in addition to loans, deposits are also a service offered to bank’ s customers, so that inputs
comprise only labour and capital. Because the intermediation approach is better suited to capture
the decisions taken to minimize the cost of the financing mix, it has become dominant to
estimate the performance of whole banks. As to the production approach, it is recommended for
analyzing the performance of branches where managers have limited control on the financing
mix (Burger and Humphrey, 1997).
Since it is not possible to consider the hundreds of products banks offer simultaneously,
modeling banking production requires to simplify by aggregating outputs. However, Lozano-

Vivas and Humphrey (2002) have shown that the simplifications taken in using the
intermediation approach is a source of bias in measuring productivity growth in banking. They
point out that the bias is “ ... not due to the technique used but rather in how it is applied1, and
arises when the coverage of assets and liabilities is incomplete. Although the bias can in
principle be corrected by an adjustment factor, they show that all balance sheet inputs and
outputs need to be included to completely prevent it. In addition, they provide many examples
showing that the bias is substantial and can explain much of productivity changes measured in
banking.2
By focusing on the ratio between the coverage of assets and liabilities, our paper identifies a
more general problem of the intermediation approach that extends also to estimates of banks’
efficiency and productivity. The problem is such that we question the usefulness of continuing to
use this approach in any studies of banking performance. Indeed, we show that with an
incomplete coverage, efficiency scores obtained from Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) are
biased. On the other hand, if all balance sheet items are included to correct the bias, then all
banks are technically efficient. The approach it then unable to establish efficiency scores of bank.
It also means that the Malmquist decomposition of productivity growth in banking cannot be
done. Overall, our results imply that the intermediation approach is condemned to produce either
biased or trivial measures of bank’ s performance. We suggest that the research should be
directed towards value added approaches.
Our paper is organized as follows. In the next section we show how the bias identified by
Lozano-Vivas and Humphrey (LH) extends also to efficiency scores. The second section shows
1

Lozano-Vivas, A. & D.B. Humphrey, 2002. “Bias in Malmquist Index and Cost Function Productivity
Measurement in Banking ”, ,QWHUQDWLRQDO-RXUQDORI3URGXFWLRQ(FRQRPLFV, 76(2), p. 177.
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Their illustration with Spanish banks shows that total factor productivity grew at an annual rate of 3.8% over the
period 1986-1991 when only deposits are considered, but decreased by 0.2% annually when all balance sheets items
are included.
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that when all balance sheets components are integrated in the model, then all banks are
technically efficient. A graphical representation with a single output illustrates that banks’
performance differ only on their level of input slacks. Using banking data for two networks of
Canadian credit unions, we illustrate in the third section how the efficiency score is affected by
the coverage, and the close relationship between the efficiency score and the ratio of assets to
liabilities. The fourth section shows that with a complete coverage of all assets and liabilities the
Malmquist decomposition of productivity growth degenerates into a trivial solution. We
conclude with a suggestion that, although it is more data intensive, a more promising approach to
estimate productivity in banking should be based on value added.
7+(6285&(2)7+(%,$6

Productivity studies in banking consider a large collection of outputs and inputs to measure
multifactor productivity. With the exception of labour, outputs and inputs are usually taken from
banks’ balance sheet and measured in value. Stock measurements are used as proxies for the true
outputs and inputs because adequate data on service flows are not available. These flows are
considered to be proportional to the value of some assets taken in banks’ balance sheets, such as
loans, while physical and financial capital provide services also proportional to the value of some
elements of assets or liabilities.
Because banks offer too many services simultaneously, it is necessary to aggregate different
types of products into a limited number of components while some elements of assets are
neglected. In the intermediation approach, liabilities are considered as financial inputs having an
interest cost, and many types of deposits as well as borrowed funds can be used to finance banks’
assets. The problem pointed out by LH arises when a gap is created between the value of assets
and that of liabilities included in the model. As an example, let consider two banks having all the
same assets, using also the same amount of physical capital and labour but who differ only
3

because they have different proportions of deposits and borrowed funds. Let define bank
production at time W as a sum of some assets Σ$, while financial inputs included in the model is
a partial sum of liabilities. Let say here that only deposits are considered, whose value is Σ/, .
Because production is defined by Σ$ , while Σ/, is seen as inputs, then the ratio of coverage
5 = Σ$ ,  Σ/ , directly influences the measure of productivity at time W. As to productivity

growth, it will be affected by

(5

− 5 −1 ) 5 −1 , that is, by the relative difference between

Σ$, Σ/, and Σ$, −1 Σ/, −1 . If, for example, deposits become a relatively less important source

of funds between W and W-1 so that 5 is superior to 5 −1 , then productivity growth seems boosted
even if bank’ s real performance does not improve, thus the qualification of bias. Note also that
since this impact is present no matter how the cost of borrowed funds evolves with respect to that
of deposits, it provides no useful information about bank’ s management of financing cost.
LH documented that in most published studies, productivity growth estimated with the
intermediation is largely explained by (5 − 5 −1 ) 5 −1 , so that it is an artefact of the changes in
the ratio between the coverage of assets and that of liabilities. LH propose to correct the bias by
including all balance sheet items, which is justified on the following economic basis:
Thus, all balance sheet assets can be considered to be outputs since they all are presumed
to earn the same marginal risk-adjusted return. Similarly, all liabilities are inputs since
they all are presumed to incur the same maturity-adjusted interest and/or operating
expense.3

Note that to respect the balance sheet identity, physical capital plays a dual role as it is at the
same time an input and an asset.4 Although this point is not discussed by LH, it is clear that
efficiency studies are also affected by this bias since banks with higher 5 will tend to be
3

Lozano-Vivas, A. & D.B. Humphrey, op. cit., p. 179.
No justification is given in their paper for this dual role besides it is necessary to respect the balance sheet identity.
We suggest here that physical capital can be considered as an asset produced by the bank that it uses itself for an
implicit risk-adjusted return equivalent to the rental rate to a third party.
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considered more efficient. We develop more on this in the third section. But before that, let us
explore the consequence of the proposed correction for efficiency studies.
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Following Farrell (1957), we can broadly define a score of efficiency as a measure of the
distance between the actual outcome of a bank and an optimal outcome (Ex.: profit
maximization, cost minimization). Let consider here that banks seek to minimize cost and
assume that we observe. banks, each producing 0 outputs using 1 inputs, so that < is a .î0
output matrix and ; a .î1 input matrix. The scalar


representing the DEA efficiency score as

defined for the N-th bank is found by solving the familiar linear programming problem:
min


, subject to [

- ;  0, <  \ ,H = 1,


0, N= 1, 2, …, .

(1)

{ , }

where [ and \ are the input and output vectors of bank N,

is a .-components vector of non-

negative weights and H is a vector of one. In this problem the efficiency score will satisfy




its value indicating the ratio between the efficient quantity of inputs and its actual use. A value of
one happens when the actual use of factors is technically efficient, that is, the bank operates on
the frontier. On an extensive form, in addition to the . non-negativity constraints on , the first
equation defines the following 1+0 inequalities for the DMU N:
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To see how the correction proposed by LH impacts on the efficiency score, we impose that all
assets are outputs included in < while all liabilities are inputs inserted as the 1-1 first elements of
;. If we sum the first 1-1 inequalities in (2) and the 0 inequalities in (3), we obtain:
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By the balance sheet identity we know that
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Since the left hand side of (5) is identical to the right hand side of (4’), the following inequality
holds by transitivity:
(

)

(

\*) ≥ ∑ \*)
∑
*
*
=1

(6)

=1

(

Removing

\*)
∑
*

in both sides simplifies (6) to
+

≥  . But since we know also that
+

≤  , then

=1

the only possibility to solve simultaneously both inequalities is that
+

=  . Repeating the

reasoning for all Nimplies that all banks are technically efficient.
The geometric representation of this result is as follows. Let suppose for the illustration that only
two inputs [1 and [2 are needed to produce a single output \ under the constraint [1 = \. Because
6

of this equality, it follows that there are constant returns to scale and, since[1 = \, the production
function \ = I([1, [2) can be represented as 1 = I([1/\, [2/\) = I(1, [2/\). That means that all
observations are on the line [1/\ = 1 in the space [1/\ and [2/\, that is, are aligned horizontally if
[1/\ is measured vertically (see Figure 1). The fact that all banks are technically efficient is
obvious here since they are all on the horizontal part of the frontier. We can also observe that
because banks differ on their use of the second input, their performance vary on their degree of
input slacks. In the next section, we illustrate with real data how the efficiency score is affected
by 5, when the coverage is incomplete.

Figure 1
7KHEDODQFHVKHHWLGHQWLW\DQGWKHWHFKQRORJLFDOIURQWLHU
[1\

1

[2\
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For the empirical application, we have built a panel of 580 annual observations about Canadian
credit unions operated by two networks, /D )pGpUDWLRQ GHV FDLVVHV SRSXODLUHV 'HVMDUGLQV GX
4XpEHF and /D )pGpUDWLRQ GHV FDLVVHV SRSXODLUHV DFDGLHQQHV observed over a period of nine
years between 1996 and 2004.5 All financial data were extracted from the balance sheets and
expressed in constant dollars of 1997 while labour was provided by the Human resources
management and is measured in full-time equivalent employees.
To illustrate the impact on the efficiency scores of increasing the coverage of assets and
liabilities, we took inspiration of LF’ s strategy which consists of beginning with a basic model
having an incomplete coverage, then to add progressively more assets and liabilities until a final
model incorporates all balance sheet items. The basic level of coverage considers only two
outputs (FRPPHUFLDO ORDQV and RWKHU W\SHV RI ORDQV) covering 80.7% of assets and four inputs
(GHPDQGGHSRVLWV, WHUPGHSRVLWV, ODERXU and SK\VLFDOFDSLWDO) representing 81.6% of liabilities.
This basic coverage level is similar to the list of inputs and outputs frequently included in
published studies on banking performance using the intermediation approach. The second
coverage level adds LQYHVWPHQWV on the assets side and ERUURZLQJV DQG RWKHU GHSRVLWV as
additional liabilities to significantly increase the coverage of assets (91.4%) and liabilities
(87.9%).
Starting with the third model, we add financial inputs and outputs using two different methods.
In a first, called $GGLWLRQ RI YDULDEOHV, we continue to include new components as additional
5

There was more than 1300 local credit unions in 1996 but starting in 1997, a wave of mergers have
considerably reduced their numbers. To work with a balanced panel, we grouped the information about merging
credit unions so that our final database reproduce for all years the administrative structure that existed at the end of
2004. Moreover, some credit unions that were in exceptional situations, such as operating in offices provided at no
charge or having received grants, were removed from the sample. The identification of these special circumstances
was made largely by representatives of the federations that helped us in building the database.
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elements, a procedure more likely to be used in empirical studies. However, because increasing
the number of inputs and outputs generally raises the technical efficiency,6 it is hard to know if
the rising score is due to a more complete coverage or a larger number of inputs and outputs. To
better identify the effect of the coverage alone, we then use a second method named DJJUHJDWLRQ,
in which the value of new assets and liabilities are added to that of components already included
in the model while the number of variables is kept constant. The third model adds RWKHUDVVHWV
and RWKHU OLDELOLWLHV. Taking into account OLTXLGLW\ and RZQHU¶V HTXLW\ pushes the coverage to
98.8% of assets and 100% of liabilities. Finally, adding SK\VLFDO FDSLWDO as a final element of
production raises asset coverage to 100%.7 The different models with their respective coverage
are presented in Table 1.
7DEOHList of assets and liabilities by level of coverage
/HYHO

$VVHWV RXWSXWV

/LDELOLWLHV LQSXWV

&RYHUDJHOHYHO 
Assets

Liabilities

1

business loans
other loans

demand deposits, term and tax sheltered
deposits, labour and physical capital

80.7

81.6

2

+ investments

+ other deposits and borrowings

91.4

87.9

3

+ other assets

+ other liabilities

92.6

91.1

4

+ liquidities

+ owner’ s equity capital

98.8

100.0

5

+ physical capital

100.0

100.0

6

This result had been noted in Farrell’ s first study: “the introduction of a new factor of production into the analysis
cannot lower, and in general, raises the technical efficiency”. (1957, p. 269-270)
7
Most variables are self explaining except RWKHU DVVHWV which are accounts (including interest) receivable and
deferred tax while RWKHUOLDELOLWLHV include other deposits and borrowings as well as accounts payable The Caisses
populaires have a higher proportion of loans (81%) than the Spanish banks (56%) used by LH, but much less
liquidity (respectively 6% vs 24%). This difference in the composition of asset changes the coverage associated with
each model but does not alter the logic of the results.
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Using a panel will allow us to estimate productivity growth in the next section. But to illustrate
how efficiency is affected by the coverage, it is sufficient to look only to one year. To that effect
we selected arbitrarily the year 2004. With the basic model the lowest efficiency score is 0.399,
the average is 0.759 and 75 credit unions are efficient (12.9% of 580). With the second level of
coverage, there is a significant increase in the efficiency scores, the lowest value being 0.845
while the average raises to 0.982 and 249 credit unions are efficient (42.3% of the total). Passing
to the 3rd coverage level further increases the average score, which reaches 0.991 when adding
new variables or 0.984 with the aggregation strategy. In the first case, 354 units (61.0%) have a
score of one while 264 credits unions are technically efficient in the second case. When adding
variables to the 4th level of coverage, the average score becomes 0.999 and 440 credit unions are
technically efficient, a proportion of 75.8%. With aggregation, the average efficiency score
attains 99.6%, continuing to rise although at a slower pace than with addition of variables, but
the number of efficient units decreases slightly to 204. Finally, in the fifth model when a
complete coverage is reached, all banks are technically efficient with both strategies, as
demonstrated in the previous section.
Not only does the average score rises with the coverage, but the range of the efficiency scores
narrows. Figure 2 shows the cumulative distribution of efficiency scores for coverage levels 1 to
4, and for both strategies at the levels 3 and 4. It can easily be observed that, as the coverage
becomes more complete, the cumulative distribution is pushed to the right. This figure illustrates
the first main point of our results. The distribution of the efficiency scores is largely the
consequence of the choices made when selecting which assets and liabilities are to be included.
Opting for a low coverage opens the possibility for wide variations in the ratio of assets to
liabilities, thus causing a dispersion of efficiency scores that, by definition, reduces the average
efficiency. At the opposite, because since a more complete coverage ignores less components, 5,
necessarily converges towards one, so that efficiency scores cannot have as much variability.
10

Although we do not have the ability to show how the coverage affects the distribution of
efficiency scores in previously published papers using the intermediation approach, we have the
conviction that the conclusion we reach with our sample apply to other studies as well and
explains why so many researchers find high and variable X-inefficiency in banking (Berger and
Mester, 1997).
A second important conclusion can be developed, which concerns not the general distribution of
efficiency but the link between the ratio of assets to liabilities and the score of technical
efficiency. Using once again the year 2004, Figure 3 shows the scatter diagram between 5, on the
horizontal axis and efficiency score on the vertical axis for coverage levels 1 to 4 and both
estimation strategies. One can easily observe that 5, displays more variation with a more partial
coverage (approximately between 50% and 150% with the basic model) and that this dispersion
falls considerably when the coverage is expanded. With such a difference in the dispersion of the
ratio of outputs to financial inputs, it is then understandable why the efficiency scores are more
dispersed when less assets and liabilities are considered. It is also apparent that, for any coverage
level, the lowest efficiency scores tend to be assigned to credit unions which have a lower ratio,
and that increasing the ratio impacts positively on the score.8 This figures clearly illustrates that
efficiency scores are biased by the coverage of assets vs liabilities in the sample. Since this ratio
does not inform on the quality of the management nor on other aspects of a bank’ s performance,
it is valid to question the usefulness of the efficiency scores themselves is assessing banks’ real
efficiency.

8

Because of the large number of efficient units, the link between both variables is not linear so that the correlation
does not inform adequately on the dependence of the score on 5 - .
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Figure 2
Cumulative distribution of efficiency scores
by coverage level, 2004
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Figure 3
Efficiency score and ratio of asset to liabilities by coverage level, 2004
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We now return to the measurement of productivity growth and we show the impact on the
Malmquist index developed by Färe & al. (1990, 1994) when the coverage is complete. The
Malmquist index decomposes total factor productivity (TFP) growth into technological progress
(TP), measured by the displacement of the frontier, and changes in technical efficiency (TE),
often called the catch up because it happens when inefficient banks move closer to the frontier.
In a variable-to-scale environment, TE can further be decomposed into scale efficiency (SE) and
pure technical inefficiency (PTE). The former is the ratio between the maximum productivity at
the cost-minimizing size and the highest possible productivity at the actual scale. As to the latter,
it is the cost ratio between the efficient and the actual production without any change in the scale
of production. We now use all nine years of the sample to show that when all banks are efficient
the catch up cannot contribute to productivity growth and no estimation of the scale efficiency
can be provided. In fact, the Malmquist decomposition degenerates into a trivial solution where
only changes in the position of the frontier can alter productivity.
To see this, we follow the same strategies as in section 3 to add financial inputs and outputs. In
the first ($GGLWLRQ RI YDULDEOHV), new components are considered as separate elements. In the
second strategy ($JJUHJDWLRQ), the value of new assets and liabilities after model 2 are added to
that of components already included in the model, so that the number of variables is kept stable
for model 2 to 5. The results for the different coverage levels and strategies are reported in Table
2 which presents annually the different components of TFP, the number of technically efficient
credit unions and the ratio of assets on liabilities.
Lets first concentrate on the results for the addition of variables strategy. When unstable
variables are added to the model, large variations in the annual results on TFP are observed.
These variations in fact reproduce the result established by LH that TFP growth is largely the
14

consequence of change in the ratio of assets to liabilities.9 Indeed, an increase in the coverage
level and the number of variables lead to higher technical efficiency scores. At the end, that is at
model 5, all credit unions are technically efficient and the technical efficiency index is equal to
one. There is no catch up and TFP change is solely explained by technological progress. The
estimation of productivity growth is reduced with the strategy of aggregation reported at the
bottom of Table 2., with a reduction in the absolute average rate of TFP change is 1.24%. The
results for technical efficiency change are similar on average for the three models. But once
again in model 5, all 580 credit unions are technically efficient so that a frontier shift is still the
only factor affecting inputs productivity.

7DEOH : Malmquist index components, average from 1996 to 2004 by coverage level
1XPEHURI
&RYHUDJH
5/
7(
73
37(
6(
7)3
WHFKQLFDOO\ .
OHYHO
HIILFLHQWXQLWV 
$GGLWLRQRIYDULDEOHV

1
1.0032
1.0248
1.0013
1.0019 1.0281
65
97.0%
2
1.0031
1.0050
1.0023
1.0009 1.0082
223
100.2%
3
1.0020
1.0128
1.0014
1.0006 1.0148
306
98.6%
4
1.0005
1.0158
1.0003
1.0002 1.0163
396
98.8%
5
1.0000
1.0138
1.0000
1.0000 1.0138
580
100.0%
$JJUHJDWLRQRIYDULDEOHV (3 outputs and 5 inputs)
3
1.0021
1.0096
1.0014
1.0006 1.0117
224
98.6%
4
1.0006
1.0033
1.0004
1.0002 1.0039
182
98.8%
5
1.0000
1.0097
1.0000
1.0000 1.0097
580
100.0%
a

Variable returns to scale.

9

The most significant year-to-year changes in some components of the balance sheet were a decrease of liquidity
from 8.7% to 3.7% between 1996 and 2004 while investments see their relative importance growing from 7.5% to
12.3%. On the liabilities side, borrowings are very unstable, with an average absolute year-to-year changes of
19.4%, suggesting that models that exclude borrowings are likely to produce large annual swings in the estimated
productivity growth. To verify the impact of each input on TFP growth, we calculated in model 5 the correlation
between TFP change and the annual variation of the ratio between total assets and each input for the years 20032004. The highest correlation is found with SK\VLFDOFDSLWDO (0.299), RWKHUOLDELOLWLHV(0.285) and RWKHUGHSRVLWVDQG
ERUURZLQJV (0.257), the three most unstable variables.
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The title of this paper asks if we should consider to abandon the intermediation approach to
measure banks performance. Most of our attention has been devoted to demonstrate with the non
parametric method of DEA what is the impact of the coverage of assets and liabilities on the
efficiency score. We showed that with an incomplete list of assets and liabilities, the ratio
between assets and liabilities included in the model of banking production strongly influences
the efficiency score. This is foremost revealed by the fact that the average score varies
significantly according to the definition of inputs and products. Assessment of potential losses
caused by inefficient banking measurements must then be interpreted with caution.
But we also showed that if one covers all assets and liabilities to remove the bias, it necessarily
finds that all banks are efficient. This makes the analysis of efficiency as well as the Malmquist
decomposition of productivity irrelevant. In essence, what the DEA finds is that, because of the
strict correspondence between the value of assets and liabilities when all elements of balance
sheet are considered, best practice requires to hold one dollar of liability to have one dollar of
asset. But, obviously, all banks respect the balance sheet identity so they are all considered as
best performers. And since other inputs, such as labour, are not as highly correlated with
production as liabilities is, they are not considered essential in production, so a bank can have
excess use of labour and still be considered as technically efficient. The researcher that wants to
use the intermediation approach is then placed between a rock and a hard place. Either it has
biased results with an incomplete coverage or finds all banks to be efficient. In light of this
difficult choice, we believe it is more appropriate to rethink the way we estimate banks
performance.
Some could be tempted to use slacks-based measures as developed by Tone (2001) to continue to
use the intermediation approach with a complete coverage and rank banks with respect to their
16

degree of input slacks. We do not believe such an approach would be fructuous since it would be
highly bizarre to continue to include liabilities as inputs to deal with what is nothing more than a
balance sheet identity. It seems more rational to simply ignore the role of financial inputs since
we know that one dollar is needed to support each dollar of asset.
If the intermediation approach is discarded, two alternatives are open, the production approach
and the value-added approach. It seems to us that the second one is more promising. In the
production approach both credit and deposits services are included in the outputs of the banking
firm but the high level of correlation between both types of services may lead to some
specification problems. A value-added approach as developed by Fixler and Zieschang (1999)
offers an alternative that takes into account the cost of funds to measure the average interest rate
spread, so that it can take us out of this trap. Dealing adequately with the interest rate risk and
selecting the appropriate reference rate (Fortin, Leclerc and Jean-Baptiste, 2006) will certainly
be difficult but necessary steps to further develop this approach.
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